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Comments (Spelling/layout corrected) 

Ensure that tenants of social housing are local people who are used to village life and are not re-
located from Popley or other areas which have more amenities and easier access to town centre 
venues 

More police CSO presence. More amenities in the village, shop at German Road. CCTV identify 
culprits. More care when housing problem families is needed. More support for victims 

Not going stop ASB with physical obstacles. Tackle root problem. Community police be involved. It 
does not help to show aggressive front to individuals. Lived here long time and feel embarrassed 
and annoyed at prejudice against Lane End and beyond  

No reason why there should be access via Longbridge. High street for people to use. PC stand and 
its village not town 

Brick wall close off the access. Clean area but not benches as then people linger. CCTV deter 
criminal damage to property backing onto the cinder track. Something needs to be done before 
people move in droves. 30 house sales in the last 10 years 

Not stop shop selling alcohol. Cut off access, pedestrian and other completely 

unless access stopped, ASB will continue. Block off entrance, avoiding an escape route. Access 
Longbridge not needed. Cinder track is the route 

Not prepared be brought into argument concerning ASB as not seen any. As regards Longbridge 
Road "Berlin Wall", incredible, who would fund it. Police should be involved and sort the problem 
or NW be more involved 

Bramley very little to offer many residents. Deficit of communications and facilities and only 
suited those of independent means. ASB caused by people being trapped, no access to hospital, 
schooling elsewhere exception infants oversubscribed. Close off Longbridge, problem ASB just go 
elsewhere. Problem is too much Social housing which has flooded the village with people who do 
not want to be here 

Along the route to the shop via Longbridge small number cause ASB. Do not need CCTV, motion 
activated webcams would provide evidence for police to act upon. If not willing, all waste time. 

Fence removed and replaced. Wall if houses not built. Evidence is needed to prosecute for ASB. 

RED card all ASB and evict those responsible. Drugs plays part. 

Move the shop which also deal with the traffic problem and litter problem. Stop parking on 
footpaths and putting bins in the road to deter parking. It only serves to annoy and cause ASB 

Small development of bungalows. No footpaths across. ASB cost me Â£300 in replacing damaged 
specimen conifer. How do I enjoy my garden with this ASB? Police have been very supportive 

Not sure about alcohol induced ASB 

If PC cannot maintain it, BDBC should acquire the land and maintain it 

Police presence. Stocks. Whipping. Deportation etc etc 

Village green status should be rescinded. Allow housing development. Village green only in name. 
Living near, it is wasteland used by youths for hanging around, often with loud music. Disagree 
with its Village Green Status which encourages ASB. Parents should address the problem with 
their children 

Clear some undergrowth. Appears like waste ground at present. As nearby in Jibbs close, willing to 
help clear area and return it to grass area 

Not sure about cause of ASB 

Not sure about brick wall and closing off area. Not sure cause ASB 

Another shop on German Road would remove necessity to cut through Longbridge to the shop 

Close off with brick wall and cannot be used as a cut through to use the shop. 

People in the village would maintain it. With housing stop ASB but loose village green? Clear the 
area and have access to Cinder Track and Longbridge road 

Proactive approach by police and social workers to identify and prosecute offenders. These are 
not alcohol driven to do ASB, it’s in their nature to be provocative. 

Not sure about ASB stopping if area was developed 

Police presence, especially evening. Not seen police in Bramley for years. When windows broken 
had community policemen on bicycles, very kind and efficient but not policemen 

 


